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The European Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Sur- WordPerfect and RTF and image formats including
GIF, TIF and JPG. Only PC format is accepted, andgery has implemented an online submission and review
system. Authors may now submit manuscripts elec- Mac documents have to be saved in a PC readable
format.tronically and track their progress through the system,
hopefully to publication. Reviewers can download
manuscripts and submit their opinions to the editors.
Manuscript SubmissionThe editors can manage the whole submission, peer
review and revision process and e-mails are sent auto-
Authors can submit manuscripts as single or multiplematically to appropriate parties. Here we introduce
files. All submitted files are automatically convertedthis novelty by explaining the peer review process
to a single PDF file for circulation to the selectedfrom submission to acceptance, as applied by the
reviewers. The journal office can serve as proxy forEuropean Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery.
either complete or partial submission of a manuscript.In addition the new associate editors are introduced.
For the authors not yet ready to undertake electronic
submission, or for those who need to send images by
mail, proxy submission allows the journal office to be
Background the “helping hands” that complete the submission
process. However, most authors will be able to take
Speed and efficiency are key points to continued suc- advantage of the full submission. The created PDFs
cess in publishing – in print as well as electronically. are size-optimised to accommodate users with low-
For years readers and authors of scientific manuscripts bandwidth Internet connections. Links from each
have asked for an expeditious peer review process. image in the PDF allow each user (author, editor or
The editorial office of the European Journal of Vascular reviewer) to call up a full resolution version of the
and Endovascular Surgery has shortened the process by image in a Web browser window. New users must
reducing editorial delays and by urging the reviewers register and enter the requested information. There-
to respond faster. Still, time is lost due to postal delays after this information remains known to the system,
at every stage of the process. A number of journals whether you subsequently enter as an author or as a
have recently embarked on web based submission and reviewer. It is imperative that you keep the system
tracking systems. After careful consideration we have updated! You can locate Editorial Manager at
decided on Editorial Manager∇, the choice of several www.editorialmanager.com/ejves/ or via the home-
other journals from Harcourt as well as from other page of the Journal at www.harcourt-international.
publishers. It allows on-line manuscript submission com/journals/ejvs.
by authors in standard text formats, such as Word,
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peer review workflow. As soon as one of the editors controversy) and will arrange for prompt and au-
thoritative commentaries that can be published withhas selected appropriate reviewers for a submission,
an e-mail request goes out to reviewers. The “Suggest the articles. The editorial board members and the
reviewers will form the main source of these com-Reviewer” feature matches reviewer expertise with
manuscript keywords. It sorts reviewers by avail- mentaries. Professor Becquemin has the responsibility
for recruiting editorials and reviews for the Journal.ability, current workload, and past performance. This
feature provides the editor with a list of the most He will identify topics of interest to the readership
and locate those willing to address them in the formqualified and readily available reviewers. If the re-
viewer agrees to review, they gain immediate access of a Leading Article (personal opinion) or a Review
(unbiased and systematic). All Leading Articles andto the PDF of the manuscript online – no waiting for
the paper to arrive by mail! Reviewers with overdue Reviews will be subject to the usual peer-review pro-
cess.assignments receive automatic e-mail reminders. Mail-
ing can be selective to respect and reflect special The language editor, Professor Andrew Bradbury,
has now been working with the journal for two yearsrelationships with individual reviewers. Reviewer’s
comments are available online and can immediately to ensure the grammatical quality of articles accepted
for publication – especially articles written by thosebe accessed by the editors.
Reviewers and editors can inform the system about whose first language is not English. He will take
further responsibility for the educational aspects ofunavailability. The system automatically crosschecks
this information whenever an editor attempts to assign the journal and facilitate and development of the
journal into a more broad-based educational resource.a manuscript to a reviewer or another editor. Another
helpful feature is the facility to search Medline whilst Finally, Mr Frank Cross has the responsibility for
EJVES Extra: http://www.harcourt.international.within Editorial Manager. Using the title of the sub-
mission locates duplicate or similar publications to com/journals/ejvx/ which includes short reports,
educational articles, forthcoming events and abstractsupdate both editors and reviewers with the relevant
literature. of meetings.
The electronic handling of manuscripts implies that
all reviewers must be web and e-mail users and willing
to print out the manuscript they are asked to review.
The FutureFor a period of 6 months the editorial office will be
able to provide help, fax and snail-mail to reviewers The future for our Journal looks bright. The impactwho are not yet acquainted with the electronic media. factor of the printed version is increasing and EJVESThereafter, only electronic handling is possible.
Extra has given us the capacity to publish additional
material that could not have been published before
because of limited space. The inclusion of the Journal
in Ideal means that the full text of the printed journalAssociate Editors
is now available to subscribers online. We have sig-
nificantly reduced publication delays and improvedAfter five years Peter Gaines and Patrice Bergeron
leave the editorial board. They have been with the our editorial and review process. The web based manu-
script system will further enhance these im-Journal since the name was changed to include endo-
vascular aspects of the speciality. They are replaced by provements. However, our journal can only become
as good as you the reader wish it to be. We needPiergiorgio Cao (Perugia) and Jean-Pierre Becquemin
(Paris). Professor Cao will be responsible for inviting your best articles for publication to help us fulfil our
ambition as the leading journal in the management ofcommentaries on original and review articles
(depending upon their importance, originality and peripheral vascular disease.
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